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Eterra post driver attachments are one of the fastest methods for putting 
posts in the ground. They utilize a technology that has a long history of being 
extremely reliable and effective for hammering concrete. The combination of 
this technology, our engineering expertise and attachment experience is what 
has allowed this attachment to move from the alternative, to the primary 
choice of contractors across the nation.

MODELS
BPD-750

BPD-1250
PD-750

Coming Soon

Features: 
- Only American made nitrogen charged power cells are used in our post drivers.
- This attachment is designed, manufactured and made in the USA.
- If you add another machine to your job, don’t worry because this attachment is cross compatible.
- Bolt on plate system allows for the standard quick attach or excavator coupler and plate to be 
mounted. 
- Polyester powercoat finish gives this mower a glimmer and great protection against the elements.
- Attachment feet/stand make transport and storage very easy.
- Hoses are protected by a balistic nylon. Flat faced couplers are used standard across all products.
- Hitting tools are manufactured professionally out of hardened steel materials.

USE AS CONCRETE BREAKER OR POST DRIVER: In a matter of seconds, and with one pin removal, this 
post driver can do more than one job. Go from breaking concrete one minute to putting in fence posts in 
another.

ET-BMX-250See the Video Online!

POST DRIVERS

ETERRA POST DRIVERS are resilient. They are built thoughtfully. They are built for fence Contractors
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NOTICE: Our post drivers are constantly evolving and new innovations or models will be introduced. 
Specifications above are subject to change without notice. If you don’t see a specific detail you 
are looking for, please contact sales@eterraattachments.com or one of our dealers for more 
information. A built-in tilting mechanism will be available in late 2017.

Call US! 360-203-7730                                                                                               

Essential Equipment Guides

Hitting rock below the surface? 
Add a 5-Foot breaker spike by 
removing one pin.

TILT Technology

High strength design and build 
materials used in every driver..

Multi-machine use design 
incorporates bolt-on plate system.

Eterra post driver are “coned” 
to make post handling easy.
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